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				      Welcome to my  website.

				      If your just looking for contact details? Please check out my downloadable CV.
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					    Feel free to use the navigation to browse my portfolio,  project list etc.

 In essence this site is who I am and what I do, where I have come from and where I am going. The content of this site is mainly geared around my personal achievements and interests, places and projects that I contribute towards, and work experience.

									My main goal is to be the best I can be, and continue to undertake exciting and challenging contracts within the IT industry. I take a lot of pleasure from my reputation of being able to deliver the impossible, be it due to time constraints, budget or sheer ambition!						

						Please note that I have settled for the forseeable future in Fulda, Germany. I'm open to opportunities in Fulda or the Frankfurt area.

Enjoy the site, and please leave me your critique, good or bad :)

									Kyle

									Last updated:
					Autumn 2015

					
  Here is a word-cloud overview of my CV. 
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